ONE WORKPLACE
COVID-19 SOLUTIONS FOR LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS: IDEA GUIDE

K12 through Higher Ed
schools understand the
impact of COVID19 is
forcing them to adapt
to new ways of learning.
And we understand
Education Leaders need
uncomplicated solutions.
We have some to share.
We filled this book with strategies and concepts to
support learning during the coronavirus pandemic.
You’ll find adaptable, flexible, and simple tools for K12
and Higher Education environments. We hope to engage
you in conversation to review the possibilities as your
institution pivots in new directions.
Some of these conversations might not be easy, but we
are here to help, plan, suggest, consider, and implement.
We’re here to listen. Contact us to explore your planning
for now and for the future.

Our Process
Processes &
Procedures

Understanding federal,
state, and local
government guidelines
as well as organization
procedures is our
priority to delveoping a
safe and healthy return
to school.

Holistic
Human
Solutions

Brand & Culture

Keeping created design
principles in every
solution and decision
will help to curate a
unique experience that
feels human.

Signage & Wayﬁnding

Keeping messaging and
solutions on brand and
within organization
values is important to
allow culture to stay in
the forefront of these
solutions.

Clear pathways, directionals, instructions, and
friendly reminders for
clear expectations that
are easy to follow.

Furniture Solutions

We’re here to support and engage you in a
holistic way. Our suggestions are based on equity
and meeting each school where they are and
helping with what’s most needed.

Design Principles

Space division, layouts
for social distancing,
sanitation stations, and
real estate utilization
needs to be smart and
efﬁcient.

K12
SOLUTIONS
K12 SOLUTIONS

Distancing & Orientation

Providing fun visual cues like graphics
on the ground can help keep safe social
distance between students.

Student engagement is more important than ever—use
graphics and social distancing to your advantage.
IDEAS FOR NOW

Orient students to face each other rather
than all facing the front to promote eye
contact and engagement.

Environment & Power
Living plants increase
cognitive functions and help
improve overall wellbeing.

Clear dividers for visual
connection, collaboration,
and protection.

Mobile power units ensure
social distancing without
inhibiting access.

IDEAS FOR NOW

Color coding lets students self-monitor
exposure and working in zones helps
students maintain a collaborative culture.

Prep & Readiness Zone

A sanitation station in the
corridor for handwashing and
clean-up prior to entering the
classroom or heading home.

Rethinking entryways and corridors as health
and safety check-in areas.

IDEAS FOR NOW

Each color-coded locker
is separated by 6’-0” for
ease of social distancing.

Wellness & Respite
Comfortable, calming places to get
away for focus and mental wellness
that are easy to clean.

Playful use of biophilic
materiality and connections
to other living things.

Personal tables for individual
students reduces shared
surfaces.

Graphics on the floor denote
social distancing protocols.
IDEAS FOR NOW

Utilizing Third Spaces

Pods and individual study zones
provide efficient and safe heads
down space.

Smart real estate optimization ensures healthy and safe
distancing by using flexible furniture options.

IDEAS FOR NOW

Enhanced Technology

Technnology solutions enhance the learningexperience for
everyone - whether on campus or at home.

IDEAS FOR NOW & NEAR

The BlueJay brings state of
the art technology to learning
environments. This enhanced
360 HD camera with integrated
conferencing capabilities allows
socially distanced students to
feel as if they are in the classroom.

Wireless classroom displays can be
fully mobile and support multiple room
configurations—all while keeping social
distancing and improving viewing conditions.
As an added feature, integrated controls can
share content from student devices.

Outside Opportunities
Convert the basketball
court, or any other
outside sports area,
to a space for learning.

Multiple postures and gathering styles can engage both educators and students
and support social distancing.

Nearly year-round beautiful weather in
California makes outdoor learning spaces
safe and socially distant areas to gather
with the added benefit of enhancing
cognitive function.
IDEAS FOR NOW & NEAR

COMMUNITY COLLEGE
& HIGHER ED

Gathering & Socializing
The student lounge space reflects a variety of choice
and control with biophilic elements that help with
cognitive abilities.

IDEAS FOR NOW

Stand alone pods with acoustical privacy
create a room within a room for private
heads down or study space, one-on-one
meetings, and partner working zones.

Independent Study

Upon entering each area, a
sanitation station is provided.

A sectional lounge that pulls
apart or places together, as
needed for social distancing.

IDEAS FOR NOW

Independent spaces to sit and study, meet
for counseling, or mentor and tutor.

Multi-Purpose Space
Larger workstation spaces
with storage minimize
shelving, maintaining
access to natural light.

Mobile guests used designated
seating to ensure social distancing.
Dividers between workstations
for health, safety, and comfort.
IDEAS FOR NOW

Technology & Safety

One customized app can show
options for social distancing and
meeting changing occupancy
requirements.

IDEAS FOR NOW

Phone apps, touchless access, signage, and integrated sensors
provide data for users to make safe, informed decisions.

An integrated app shows
students where there are
safe spaces.

Move Outdoors

Examine your campus and get creative with where and how
students gather. Example: parking structures provide shade
and can act as makeshift classrooms with the proper flexible
furniture and technology.

IDEAS FOR NOW & NEAR

Furniture designed for flexibility
and mobility means moving
outside is easy. Bring along your
mobile whiteboard to support
collaboration and your hygiene
station for safety.

All of our schools
must re-imagine social
closeness, teaching and
learning in increasingly
remote and distanced
ways. There is no single
solution to this crisis. The
right approach will need
to be uniquely designed
incorporating your
insights and concerns.
One Workplace can help you through this
uncertain time as you uncover and explore the
solution that is right for you through the following:
- Social Distancing Layouts
- Density Studies & Recommendations
- Signage & Wayfinding
- Environmental Graphics
- Graphics
- Furniture Solutions
- Technology Solutions
- AV Solutions
- Return to School Workshops
- Space Utilization Guidelines
- Circulation and Directional Traffic Flows
- Professional Space Cleaning & Sanitization
- On-Going Support and Space Management

